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Business-aligned identity governance for today’s cloud
As the cloud delivers solutions to lower costs, increase business agility, and enable mobility, challenging
problems are also created. The modern enterprise is often under cyber attack—increasing risk in highly regulated
industries—and many organizations aren’t aware of the scope of shadow IT involved. With the emergence of the
any-device-anywhere paradigm, inconsistencies in Identity and Access Management (IAM) can result in security
breaches and regulatory non-compliance. Today’s enterprise demands an identity-focused cloud environment that
easily supports governance and remediation.
Technology alone isn’t enough to secure the cloud with successful identity governance. Too often, security
officers struggle to fit their cloud program into the constraints of an earlier technology choice. Large, complex
organizations need to align their business goals to a strategic roadmap that focuses on people, processes, and
data in order to determine appropriate product investments. Strategic planning, holistic design, and efficient
implementation are equally critical for a cloud program’s success.

Cloud Jumpstart by Edgile
Cloud Jumpstart provides a business-aligned strategic roadmap—with a customized IAM program supported by
expert implementation services—for secure and compliant enterprise-wide shifts. Designed to serve
organizations in highly regulated industries, Cloud Jumpstart assesses your company's unique situation to
develop a forward-thinking solution that addresses identity provisioning, automation, and governance—while
incorporating new functionality quickly and efficiently.

Microsoft Azure and SailPoint
Cloud Jumpstart combines Edgile’s proven strategy-first
approach with Microsoft’s Azure Active Directory IAM
solution and SailPoint’s Identity Governance Platform. The
integration of SailPoint and Azure Active Directory—combined
with Edgile’s expert consulting services—delivers powerfully
customized hybrid functionality. Edgile's Microsoft-SailPoint
strategy is a cost-saving framework for business productivity,
agility, and security.
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Identity Governance solution architecture
SailPoint’s identity governance extends Microsoft Azure AD to provide full, fine-grained provisioning and
lifecycle governance.
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The Edgile 6-perspective approach
An effective cloud strategy provides an integrated solution packaged with a
compelling business case. Edgile’s 6-perspective strategic model aligns security
and compliance with your organization’s business objectives.
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How is success measured?
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Can anything be simplified,
automated, or optimized?
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Integrated Risk Management
What are the risk economics
driving decision making?
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What are the relevant
risks and opportunities?
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Who represents the key
technologies and business owners?

Technology
What maturity level is needed to
address the business and risk drivers?
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EDGILE: WE SECURE THE MODERN ENTERPRISESM
Edgile is the trusted cyber risk and regulatory compliance partner to the world’s leading organizations,
providing consulting, managed services, and harmonized regulatory content. Our strategy-first approach
optimizes IAM, GRC, and cybersecurity for both on-premise and cloud-based programs. By transforming
risk into opportunity, we secure the modern enterprise through solutions that increase business
agility and create a competitive advantage for our clients.
Learn more at www.edgile.com
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